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TWO DAYS IN FEBRUARY THAT ROCKED THE US STOCK MARKETS. 

It was always anticipated, given the inflation report, that the period of maximum stress for the 

Markets would take place in the first half of February. What was not anticipated was Biden’s 

musings about the possibility of global war. Both announcements troubled the markets. 

On Thursday the Consumer Price Index (CPI) came in hot at 7.5% (all items) compared to average 

estimates of 7.3% (Bloomberg), while the CPI, less food and energy, came in at 6.0% versus estimates of 

5.9%. At first the markets seemed to ignore this data, the highest since 1982. In particular, the crucial 10-

year yield, which had been teasing the 2.0% yield earlier, retreated from this psychological level.   

Then James Ballard, the President of the St Louis FED, had his hawkish say on Bloomberg. He stated that 

the FED rate needed to rise by 1% by July. Whether he felt the FED was being disrespected by the markets 

or whether he knows that to avoid an actual interest rate rise, the FED needs to talk tough now to 

intimidate the markets, we cannot say.  

But his words were electrifying. The NASDAQ, which was up 250 points, subsequently fell by 600 points. 

The 10 year yield also took note breaking through the 2.0% barrier to settle at 2.05% dragging the 30 year 

mortgage rate with it. That +2.0% yield equaled the level last found in mid-2019. According to realtor 

Zillow the current mortgage rate of 3.71% matches the rate immediately before the pandemic and it is 

the fastest increase in mortgage rates in nine years. It is also likely that mortgage rates will close in on the 

4% shortly, and again that is a psychologically important rate. (As an aside Zillow sold off some of its 

housing stock in the expectation that rising interest rates had killed off the ‘flipping of properties’.) Finally, 

the latest Econoday report shows that weekly mortgage applications for purchases of property fell by 

10%. Next Thursday’s report on housing starts and permits will make interesting reading.  

More unsettling for the Markets on Thursday was the contraction in the spread between the 2-year and 

10-year yield as the rise in the 2-year yield out-accelerated the 10-year. The FED has more control over 

the shorter end of the bond market than the longer end, so the rapid rise in the 2-year was seen as the 

bond market taking the March FED meeting more seriously. Reid, an analyst based at Deutsche Bank, 

claimed that the severity of the move on Thursday had not been seen since 1979 when the famed FED 

Volcker was at the helm. 

Be that as it may, by Friday murmurings by the rest of the FED that Ballard had gone over the top had 

begun to settle the market. Clearly a civil war is going on in the FED. Such wars grant insight into the 

workings of the FED showing that whatever its public mandates maybe, the operative private mandate is 

to support the markets. 

The drivers of the CPI. 

I was of the opinion that the CPI could soften. The three primary drivers in December were energy costs, 

housing and rental costs, and used cars. While gasoline prices did soften in January, cold spells drove up 

the price of gas and electricity. Used cars inflation was a surprise particularly when new vehicle prices 

were flat to falling as the graph below shows. Reports in the auto media, pre the release of the CPI 

numbers, were beginning to  suggest that used car lots were beginning to fill up meaning that dealers 

were less reliant on auctions. It was these auctions exploiting the dearth of supply, which were the primary 

driver of the rapid inflating in used vehicle prices. Earlier, the Manheim Used Vehicle Value Index had 
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reported that by December used car prices had already flattened as inventory rose to 51 days, the highest 

for 2021. Finally, with regard to housing costs, the recent period had also seen a flattening of rents. 

“Welcome to the February 2022 Apartment List National Rent Report. After a slight dip to close out 2021, 

our national index ticked back up by 0.2 percent over the course of January. Even though month-over-

month growth has moved back into positive territory, rent growth has still cooled substantially from last 

year’s peak. Year-over-year rent growth currently stands at a record-setting 17.8 percent, but over the 

past four months, rents have increased by a total of just 0.9 percent.” As Graph 2 shows, prices flattened 

towards the end of 2021. https://www.apartmentlist.com/research/national-rent-data 

Graph 1. 

 
https://usedcarnews.com/index.php/component/k2/item/3078-inventory-struggles-continue-in-january 
 

Graph 2. 
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I am of the opinion that some market players considered the worst of the inflation to be behind the 

economy. The CPI is up, not because of a recent spike in inflation, or its acceleration, but because of the 

base effect, namely comparisons with a year ago rather than say over the last quarter. And I suspect that 

per-Ballard the more observant analysts on Wall Street were aware of the flattening inflationary curve 

and were thus less concerned by the 7.5% figure, than the uninformed. 

And then came Biden’s announcement on the Ukraine. 
 

The markets had just regained their Mojo on Friday following the soothing murmurings from the FED 

when the Biden bombshell fell. He declared that a Russian invasion was imminent, that US citizens should 

leave the Ukraine immediately and that the conflict would become global if Russia invaded. For the first 

time the word “global” escaped the lips of the President. The markets response was two-fold, investors 

sold shares and bought bomb shelters (oops) bonds. The 10-year yield which had previously climbed to 

2.06% fell back to 1.94% while the 2 year-yield retreated from 1.55% to 1.48% as investors piled into the 

safe haven of bonds.  

On the other hand share prices fell precipitously. The S&P fell 1.9% and the Nasdaq fell 2.78% ensuring 

that both indexes were down for the week. In the case of the Tech heavy Nasdaq, the two-day back to 

back fall was the biggest since 2020. The S&P 500 is now 7% off its 52 weeks high and the Nasdaq is down 

15%. However, two hours before the end of trading a Mr. Sullivan, the National Security Adviser, popped 

up to say that in fact Putin may not have made up his mind to invade which prevented the falls on Wall 

Street from turning into a rout.  

On Wednesday next week retail sales for January will be released. Capital gains in the bond, share and 

housing market was one of the drivers of personal consumption. The falls in the bond, share and probably 

housing market, has robbed retail of its last remaining support. The rich spend less when they feel less 

rich, even when this is only on paper. Aggravating this loss is the rise in personal debt, inflation and the 

effect of covid funds receding into the distance. Once again, the release of retail sales and inventories 

next week could startle the markets. 

The rest of the world. 

China bucked the trend by significantly easing monetary conditions as its economy weakened more 

sharply. The Markit China Composite Purchasing Managers Index fell to 50.1 with the manufacturing 

component falling into contraction territory at 49.1. Significantly exports orders were seen to be falling as 

were employment conditions. Aggregate financing of the economy reached CNY 6.17 trillion in January 

up by CNY1.0 trillion from the previous January. This was much higher than the CNY5.4 trillion consensus, 

and the extent of this credit pulse can be seen in the final graph below. However, it is highly unlikely that 

this increase in credit will compensate for the fall in profitable exports so despite this loosening, the 

Chinese economy will continue to slow down. 

Econoday’s roundup of international economic data showed a further weakening of economic conditions 

around the world which can only be partially attributed to Omicron. Often the falls in the data lay outside 

the consensus range. An interesting observation of Canada’s imports shows a surge in smartphone and 

auto imports which suggests the supply side disruptions are easing. Only the UK’s GDP release sparkled 

allowing the Tories to crow that the UK’s economy was the fastest growing in the G7. However, Britain’s 
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GDP growth is likely to be overstated given the surprisingly and delayed slow acceleration of inflation in 

Britain.  

Graph 3. 
 

 
Source: Goldman Sachs. 

 

Conclusion. 

The markets remain fragile and could be challenged further by the data releases next week. By the end of 

next week the state of the US economy as found in January will be known. Currently the discussion taking 

place by analysts from the largest Investment Banks and Funds continues to be dominated by the view 

that the economy and employment remain strong, at least strong enough to weather rate rises. By the 

end of next week that narrative may have changed. In the meantime, the volatility and overall fall in the 

markets, given the degree of leverage, is beginning to draw blood. 

For the first time, political factors have now come into play. With Omicron ebbing we have entered into a 

dangerous period. In pursuit of its China goals, and with time against it, the Biden administration has no 

recourse but to escalate the Ukrainian conflict. These relentless provocations, layered evermore 

precariously on top of  previous provocations, have reached that height where they can easily topple over 

into actual conflict. For more details on the changing balance of military power between the US and China, 

please read the ‘Report to Congress on Chinese Naval Modernization’ published on January 21, 2022. 

https://news.usni.org/2022/01/21/report-to-congress-on-chinese-naval-modernization-13  

The panic is not over. 

 

Brian Green, 12th February 2022. 
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